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Abstract: In the realm of information, conversational search is a relatively new trend. In this study,
we have developed, implemented, and evaluated a multiview conversational image search system to
investigate user search behaviour. We have also explored the potential for reinforcement learning to
learn from user search behaviour and support the user in the complex information seeking process.
A conversational image search system may mimic a natural language discussion with a user via
text or speech, and then assist the user in locating the required picture via a dialogue-based search.
We modified and improved a dual-view search interface that displays discussions on one side and
photos on the other. Based on the states, incentives, and dialogues in the initial run, we developed a
reinforcement learning model and a customized search algorithm in the back end that predicts which
reply and images would be provided to the user among a restricted set of fixed responses. Usability
of the system was validated using methodologies such as Chatbot Usability Questionnaire, System
Usability Scale, and User Experience Questionnaire, and the values were tabulated. The result of this
usability experiment proved that most of the users found the system to be very usable and helpful
for their image search.

Keywords: conversational search; image search; user experience; usability; reinforcement learning

1. Introduction

Web search has become an inevitable activity in the day-to-day lives of people. Various
pioneers in the field of search engines, comprising of Google, Bing, DuckDuckGo, and
more, have made revolutionary improvements in the search process. Image search is
one key aspect of the web search results which helps users gain a better picture of what
they are looking for. With the plethora of information available across the internet, it is a
strenuous task to provide relevant information to the end user. Another challenge is the
user’s shortage of knowledge of the topic about which they are querying. For efficient
image retrieval to take place, the user should be able to fully describe what they want to
know [1]. To overcome the above-mentioned challenges, an alternative model for search
interaction is gaining momentum. In this model, the user communicates with an agent that
seeks to help their search activities. Conversational search is a very engaging method of
image retrieval as it simulates the way in which people converse with each other and find
the required data [2–5].

A conversational image search system should facilitate the user in improving their
query incrementally [6] until the image requested by the user is found. In this process, the
conversational agent enables the user to learn about their image of interest by incrementally
aiding them in developing their image search query within a dialogue, enabling them to
move towards meeting their image need. This way of engagement with an image search
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system can potentially reduce cognitive load by assisting the user in building a query that
describes their image need in detail over multiple conversational steps.

Over the past few years, search engines have made great improvements in their
capability to accurately understand natural language queries and even respond to follow-
up queries which depend on the previous searches for context. While this directly describes
human–human conversation and can be sufficient for simple questions about images, one of
the key challenges in the field of human–computer interaction is the potential unpredictable
variation in the user input, and what constitutes a valid response for the end user [7]. For
more complex or exploratory search queries, it is not feasible for the agent to comprehend
what the user is trying to achieve. There is no way of incrementally building the query
along the conversation to retrieve the best images at the end [4,8].

In this paper, we extend a prototype multi-view image search interface [9] to a search
engine API. The interface incorporates a conversational image search assistant named
“Ovian”, which means “painting artist” in Tamil (a language spoken in India). The user pro-
vides the input search query and the retrieved images are displayed through an extended
conventional graphical image search interface. The conversational agent helps the user to
find the intended image by proactively putting out the fixed number of relevant questions
to extract the intention of the user using the reinforcement algorithm. Reinforcement
learning methodology has been adopted to train the conversational agent on responses
it should deliver to the end-user. The user can converse directly with the image search
system while receiving directions from the search assistant, both to advise them to build
their query and to guide their interaction with retrieved content.

We have introduced a custom image search algorithm which filters out the relevant
images from all the images retrieved through the Wikipedia API and presents it to the
user. The response generation from the chatbot is handled by the reinforcement algorithm
which has been trained with numerous episodes to understand the user request and reply
accordingly.

1.1. Motivation

The motivation behind the study is to explore the potential of conversational interfaces
in multimodal information retrieval. Information searching is a difficult process both
from the user’s perspective and the logical end of the information retrieval process. It
is difficult to obtain relevant results without refining the search several times, and the
results also have to be verified as relevant by the user. Traditional or single-shot searches
may result in increased cognitive load and frustration for the user throughout the search
procedure, which might lead the searcher to abandon the search process without receiving
required information [1,10,11]. We want to investigate the user experience of the interactive
conversational search process in this study, which was implemented utilizing the proposed
interface presented in the later portion of this article.

Moreover, studies related to conversational search are majorly focused on two dimensions:

1. Data-driven approaches (Questions-Answering systems) [8,12,13], which necessi-
tate the development of expensive and time-consuming language models, extensive
computation, and a lack of the exploratory nature of the search process.

2. Rule-based systems, which are inflexible and prone to error, and users must learn
how to use them [5].

To provide the best possible solution, we proposed a reinforcement learning rule-based
approach. This approach does not require a language model which is huge and robust to
errors, as the model will be penalized for making mistakes and rewarded for following the
right path. Additionally, most of the search bots or conversational agents are text-based
systems [1], which lack the component of multi-modality. Multi-modal data can ease the
user learning experience, whereas reading too much text to seek information can expand
the cognitive burden on the user or the searcher.

Given the foregoing considerations, we advocate highlighting the multiview interface,
which enables modality other than text, such as pictures, in the complicated information
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seeking process. This research highlights the most exciting discoveries, such as the applica-
tion of reinforcement learning in conversational search to record user behaviour and the
promise of picture retrieval in addressing information demands, among others. Further-
more, the majority of conversational bots are assessed using either a single usability metric
or empirical approaches such as precision and recall [8]. Unlike previous studies, this one is
evaluated not only using the empirical evaluation while training the reinforcement learning
model, but also three different usability metrics. All of these interactive usability metrics
were compared among themselves to investigate the uniformity of the users’ experience
while using the chatbot. Our problem statement and research questions are discussed in
the next section.

Research Question

In this section, the research questions framed based on the problem statement have
been discussed in detail. Our problem statement is, “With the increase in the use of
chatbots across multiple domains, there is an increased need to find an effective hybrid
approach that can be deployed along with an efficient image information retrieval system
to help the user realise his objectives by providing an interactive environment”. We have
used reinforcement learning to train a chatbot, which solves the issues with data-driven
training and rule-based approaches. We do not have proper datasets for training image
retrieval chatbots, and the condition-based approach is very tightly coupled, which allows
it to answer only a certain set of questions. In this study, we also investigate the user’s
interactive experience on multiple interactive usability metrics. Based on this, we have
framed the research questions.

• Exploratory Research Question: “How can reinforcement learning be used for improv-
ing the search experience of the user?”

• Comparative Research Question: “Are multiple interactive usability metrics associated,
and do they follow a consistent pattern based on user reactions when using the
multimodal interface?”

The next sections overview the recent works, the prototype multi-view interface for
conversational image search, review of appropriate images, search algorithm, reinforcement
learning, user engagement, and conclusion.

2. Literature Review

The recent work section comprises of the following components, viz., search interface,
conversational search, image search, and conversational search interface.

2.1. Search Interface

As there is abundant information available on the internet, it is absolutely essential to
have a proper interface to access this information in an efficient manner. The user interface
designed by Sunayama et al. [14] addresses the need for an efficient search process by
restructuring the part of user’s query to identify their hidden interests. The need for an
ideal and efficient interface laid the seeds for the development of the modern day search
engine. Sandhu et al. [15] conducted a survey on their redesigned user interface based on
the Wikipedia search interface. The novel idea of their research work lies in the provision of
interactive information retrieval interface design. Suraj Negi et al. [16] suggested that, even
with vast advancements in speed and availability, most of the search engine interface still
relies on textual layouts to convey results. They aimed at developing a user interface with
hand gesture recognition with the idea that an interface controlled by gestures will make
user interaction more engaging. This led to the design of a search interface with an average
gesture recognition time of 0.001187 seconds and an accuracy of 94 percent. Compared to
textual results, charts can be more interactive and easily understandable for the end users.
Hence, Marti Hearst et al. [17] conducted a study in which the participants report their
preference for viewing visualizations in a chat-style interface when answering questions
about comparisons and trends. The key insights of this study revealed that nearly 60
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percent of the participants opted for additional visualizations and charts in addition to the
regular textual replies in the chat interface. This led to the need for a better designing of the
chat interfaces with interactive features. Another significant limitation of the conventional
search interface is the need for certain logical combination of keywords as input from the
user. The study by Tian Bai et al. [18] aimed to overcome this using an improved Gated
Graph Neural Network (GGNN) model in which the database entities and relations are
encoded. They used the database values in the prediction model to identify and match table
and column names to automatically synthesize an SQL statement from a query expressed
in a NL (Natural Language) sentence. The study conducted by D. Schneider et al. [19]
presented an innovative UX (User Experience) for a search interface which can be used to
query semantically enriched flash documents. The major advantage of this approach is that
the search interface is more powerful for traversing across the multimedia content in the
web, while the conventional search engines provide these results only in a textual format.
Another interesting study in the multimedia information retrieval domain conducted by
Silvia Uribe et al. [20] revealed the usage of the special M3 ontology in their semantic search
engine called BUSCAMEDIA, which presents the multimedia content to the users based on
their network, device, and context in a dynamic manner.

The study conducted by Yin Lan et al. [21] presented an intelligent software interface
which was capable of retrieving emergency disaster events from the internet. The core idea
of this study focuses on retrieving the metadata based on the H-T-E (Hazard, Trigger, and
Event) query expansion approach to achieve high relevance of ever updating event series.
The research conducted by Ambedkar Kanapala et al. [22] had addressed the issue of lack
of availability of legal information online. They developed an interactive user interface
which indexes both the court proceedings and the information on legal forums online. The
study conducted by Susmitha Dey et al. [23] presented a new search interface which assists
the users by providing them results which are domain specific. The users are allowed
to choose more than one domain to refine their search. The prototype search interface
developed was able to provide better results due to its ability to fragment the information
based on the domain of interest.

2.2. Conversational Search

Conversational search interfaces that allow for intuitive and comprehensive access to
digitally stored information over the web remain an ambitious goal for many organizations
and institutions all around the world. The study conducted by Heck et al. [24] proposed
two novel components for conversational searches: dynamic contextual adaptation of
speech recognition and fusion of users speech and gesture inputs. Using a conversational
chatbot in B2C-based business may increase customer satisfaction and retention as it is
available 24/7. At the same time, however, it is also essential that the chatbot perform
efficiently compared to human personnel. It is also necessary for conversational search
agent to understand their users’ emotions and produce replies that match their emotional
states. They used maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) unsupervised adaptation to leverage the
visual context. Visual context helps the users search for a specific hyperlink’s relative
position or an image on the page, such as “click on the top one” or “click on the first one”.
Kaushik and Jones [4] reported a study examining the behaviour of users when using a
standard web search engine which was designed to enable them to identify opportunities
to support their search activities using a conversational agent. The study conducted by
Fergencs and Meier [25] compared the conversational search user interface of a medical
resource centre database with its graphical-website-based search user interface in terms of
user engagement and usability. Conversational chatbots can also be built as an android
application so that users can search for any information on the go. The survey conducted
by Fernandes et al. [26] showed the different technologies used in various chatbots all
around the world. Currently, the understanding is too limited to exploit the Conversational
Search. The report generated by Anand et al. [27] summarised the overview of invited
talks and findings from the seven working groups which cover the definition, evaluation,
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modelling, explanation, scenarios, applications, and prototype of Conversational Search
and proposed to develop and operate a prototype conversational search system called
“Scholarly Conversational Assistant”.

2.3. Image Search

The work by Grycuk [28] presented a novel software framework for the retrieval of
images. The framework was multilayered and designed using ASP.NET Core Web API, C#
language, and Microsoft SQL Server. The framework is based on content-based information
retrieval. The system was designed to retrieve similar images to the query image from a
large set of indexed images. The first step relies on automatically detecting objects, finding
salient features from the images, and indexing them by database mechanisms.

The study conducted by Pawaskar and Chaudhari [29] proposed a unique web image
re-ranking framework that learns the semantic meaning of images, both online and offline,
with numerous query keywords. The research conducted by Meenaakshi and Shaveta [30]
proposed an efficient content-based search using two methodologies, namely text-based
and feature vector-based ability. One of the significant parts in image search is the database
which contains the corpus of images. The research conducted by Nakayama et al. [31]
proved that Wikipedia is an authentic source for knowledge extractions as it covers a wide
range of fields such as Arts, Geography, History, Science, Sports, and Games. As part of
our research, we have used Wikipedia as the image corpus. One type of image search is
tag search, which returns all images tagged with a specific keyword. However, most of the
time the keywords are ambiguous.

The study conducted by Lerman et al. [32] proposed a probabilistic model that takes
advantage of keyword information to discover images contained in the search results.
The research conducted by Xu et al. [33] suggests that precision in image search is not
a satisfying metric because the labels used to annotate images are not always relevant
to the images. They proposed a re-ranking solution classifying the visual features into
three categories based on relevance feedback with genetic algorithm. Smelyakov et al. [34]
suggested a model of service for searching using the image. They used colour content
comparison, texture component comparison, object shape comparison, SIFT signature, per-
ceptive hash, Haar features, and artificial neural networks to achieve a sufficient reliability
of image search.

2.4. Conversational Search Interface

Searching for any information requires interaction with the system. Conversational
search interfaces fall under such techniques. The study conducted by Kaushik et al. [5]
introduced a prototype multi-view search interface to a search engine API. The interface
combines a conversational search assistant with an extended standard graphical search
interface. The research conducted by Kia et al. [35] proposed an open domain conversational
image search system using the TREC CaST 2019 track. They first processed the text,
followed by text classification, and then finally found the effect of the previous questions
on the current question. Usually, a conversational search interface has a limited scope
so that it solves a particular issue and increases efficiency and usability. The GUApp
proposed by Bellini et al. [36] is an agent with such limited scope. It is a platform for
job-postings search and recommendation for the Italian public administration. Another
example is the conversational chat interface for stock analysis proposed by Lauren and
Watta [37]. They used Slack as the platform for interaction and RASA framework for
Natural Language Understanding and dialogue management. In order to design a better
conversational chatbot which would help the users by giving a variety of information
in a natural and efficient manner, Filip Radlinski et al. [3] had taken into consideration
the necessary properties in their study. These properties include the user revealment,
system revealment, mixed initiative, memory, and the set retrieval. They have proposed a
theoretical model by taking into consideration the above properties carefully.
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The study conducted by McTear [38] explores how the conversational search interface
is relevant today and identified some key takeaways such as usage of conversational search
interface in messaging apps, personalised chat experience, and search interfaces which
learn from previous experiences. Another interesting fact is that, currently, most of the
conversational agents are passive [39] and provide a list of replies, which in turn puts more
cognitive pressure on the end users. The study conducted by Dubiel et al. [39] investigated
the effect of active search support and summarisation of search results in a conversational
interface. When the uses of conversational search interface increases, the scope of creating
tools, datasets and academic resources also increases. This idea was discussed by Balog
et al. [40] and they listed some research steps, obstacles, and risks in storing the research
data. Some of the obstacles and risks are, viz., privacy and retention rules, stability and
reproducibility, usage volume, etc.

2.5. Conversational Search Evaluation

With a large amount of chatbots being introduced into the market, there arises the
need to evaluate them and measure their standard in understanding as well as meeting the
customer’s needs. The study conducted by Forkan et al. [41] evaluated and compared the
various cloud-based chatbots. Average response time, fallback rate, comprehensive rate,
precision, and recall are some of the evaluation metrics used in this study. The research
by Ayah Atiyah et al. [42] aimed at measuring the naturalness of interaction of a chatbot.
They evaluated a chatbot which acts as a personal chat assistant for a financial assistant
and revealed that the machine–human chatbot interaction is highly competitive to human
performance in terms of naturalness of interaction.

The study conducted by Laila Hidayatin et al. [43] measured the results of combining
the cosine similarity metric with query expansion techniques. The need to evaluate the
usability of any system was stressed by John Brooke [44] in his research work. He proposed
a system usability scale (SUS) that measures the need for training, support, and complex-
ity of any system using 10 questions. Holmes et al. [45], in their research, evaluated a
conversational healthcare chatbot based on the conventional evaluation methods such as
System Usability Scale (SUS), User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ), and Chatbot Usability
Questionnaire (CUQ). To evaluate a conversational agent, a study should first identify
the relevant metrics that should be calculated to complete the evaluation exercise. The
study by Abd-Alrazaq et al. [46] identified the technical metrics used by all the previous
studies to evaluate healthcare chatbots. Common metrics are response speed, word error
rate, concept error rate, dialogue efficiency, attention estimation, and task completion. The
study found that currently there is no standard method used to evaluate health chatbots,
and the medium for the evaluation is usually questionnaires and user interviews. The
research led by Enrico Coiera et al. [47] compared six questionnaires to measure the user
experience of the interactive systems. The questionnaires were useful in evaluating the
hedonic, aesthetic, frustration, and pragmatic dimensions of UX. Simultaneously, they also
identified that most of the questionnaires failed to measure the enchantment, playfulness,
and motivation dimensions of the system. Hence, they proposed the use of multiple scales
to have a complete understanding of any interactive system.

The study conducted by Sensuse et al. [48] evaluated ELISA, the automated answering
machine for users’ queries based on the DeLone and McLean model of information system
as reference. In this research, they have evaluated the chatbot based on features such
as information quality, system quality, user satisfaction, etc. The team lead by Kerstin
Denecke [49] has developed a mobile application ’SERMO’ integrated with a chatbot which
uses techniques from cognitive behaviour therapy (CBT) to help mentally ill people deal
with thoughts and feelings. The study carried out by Supriyanto et al. [50] evaluated the
user interface of a chatbot on a holiday reservation system based on the keystroke-level
model. The next section describes the details of the prototype.

To summarize the outcome learned from recent studies discussed in the above sections:
After reviewing current studies on the conversational search interface, we discovered that
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there has not been much research on search interfaces that can conduct both conversation
and search at the same time. Simple chatbot apps lack information space, which might
slow down learning and leave the searcher with a negative experience. We would want to
examine the multiview interface for conversational search support picture retrieval, which
was inspired by the work of Kaushik et al. [5]. Furthermore, studies on conversational
search focus on either question and answer systems or on utilizing people as intermediary
search agents who complete the search process for the searcher. Both types of research
lack the searcher’s continual dialogue engagement and incremental exploratory learning
while conducting the discussion during the information seeking process. Furthermore,
most conversational search systems are assessed using usability measures, leaving room to
investigate and compare them using other scientifically established criteria. Furthermore,
the image retrieval system, which is integrated in a conversational context with a self-
learning reward-based system, has never been explored and addressed in the multiview
search interface. Taking into account all of the preceding considerations, we are motivated
to invest in the following field.

3. Prototype Multi-View Interface for Conversational Image Search

Our prototype multi-faceted interface for conversational image search is shown in
Figure 1. This interface includes the following components:

Figure 1. Chatbot Interface.

• Chat Display—Shows the conversational dialogue between the agent and the user.
This is the place which shows the text that went to and fro between the user and the
agent.

• Chat Box—The user enters the input text here. The text provided here is used by the
agent to provide the results.

• Image/Video Box—This is the place where the retrieved images and videos are dis-
played. The agent shows four images and videos each time and the numbering of the
images is also provided inside this box.

• Send Button—This button can be used either by pressing the enter button or by a
mouse click. This is how the user provides the input text to the agent.

The chatbot interacts with the user using the conversation box and returns the response
in the image box. The chatbot comprises of various actions including greeting the user,
responding with answers directly, and searching for related images if the user is unsure
about the subject they are searching. The functionality of the chatbot has also been further
improved using various image retrieval (IR) techniques such as query expansion and
gaining feedback from the user on the quality of the results.

• Query Expansion: Query expansion was carried out by asking the user to select
more than one image from the resultant image. The labels of the selected images are
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retrieved and provided as input to the entity extraction module, and the Wikipedia
search API and image results were provided to the user.

• User Feedback: User feedback is carried out by the chatbot where the agent asks
the user whether he is happy with the results provided. If the user enters no, he is
provided with more similar results. If the user enters yes, he is provided with an
option to do query expansion.

The next sub-sections overview the prototype system implementation, dialogue strat-
egy, workflow, and user engagement.

3.1. System Implementation

The developed model has two sections, viz., the web interface and the logical system.

• Web interface: The web interface has been developed using Flask, an extensible web
micro framework for building web applications with Python, HTML, CSS, and Boot-
strap.

• Logical System: The logical system is responsible for the conversation and the image
search management. The keyword from the input message is extracted and given as
input to the Wikipedia API for searching images.

• Operations: The conversation accepts the following commands from the user.

– Any text with the entity or keyword about which the user needs pictures.
– Yes/No—This response is accepted by the bot from the user as a feedback on the

image if it is relevant.
– 1,2,3,4—the number of the image that is relevant to the one the user is looking

for. This helps the search agent to come up with better images based on the user
preference.

– Get video—This message is received by the bot and four videos are displayed to
the end user using the YouTube API.

– End—This message is acknowledged by the chat bot that the user is satisfied with
this input and looking to proceed for next topic.

3.2. Dialogue Strategy and Taxonomy

In searching, while the scope of the user tasks can generally be well defined, the topics
are very diverse and unstructured. This poses unique challenges not faced by standard
conversational systems which perform clearly defined tasks of limited scope [1]. After
careful examination, we have classified the dialogue strategy into three phases. These three
phases comprise the strategy to obtain the keyword from the user, return image response
or a video response, and try to continue the conversation until the user aborts intentionally.
The agent can seek feedback from the user regarding the satisfaction with results. If the user
is not satisfied the agent will try to come up with better image results. If the topic searched
by the user is unavailable, then the agent tries to come up with more relevant search results.
Using the above-mentioned strategies, the agent tries to keep the chat interactive and
provide more relevant image responses to the user. The dialogue strategy is structured
as follows:

• Phase 1: In this initial phase, the chat-bot will try to greet the user and ascertain the
query request using causal conversation.

• Phase 2: This phase begins when the user starts asking questions to the chatbot. The
chatbot attempts to collect feedback from the user about the provided image results.
If the user is not satisfied with the image, then the chatbot will try to show a more
appropriate image.

• Phase 3: This phase begins at the end of phase 2, wherein the chatbot tries to end the
conversation by asking the user to reply ’End’ to stop the loop and proceed to the
next query.
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3.3. System Workflow

The system workflow mainly has the two sections, viz., conversation management
and image search management, as shown in Figure 2:

Figure 2. Workflow of the conversation model.

3.3.1. Conversation Management

The conversation management comprises the State Identifier. Once the user gives any
input, the state identifier compares the text with a list of text such as Yes/No, (1,2,3,4), get
video, and more, as discussed in Section 3.1. Based on this comparison, the state identifier
finds the relevant state.

For example, the decision of whether to consider the input string as either a greeting
intent or the search intent is taken by the state identifier. If it is a greeting intent, it replies
to the user with a greeting and the user can proceed to query his desired question. If it
is a search intent, then it is given as input to the entity extraction. The categorisation is
conducted by verifying the input string against a list of greeting words. If the input matches
the greeting words then it is categorised as a greeting intent, and if the input string does
not match any of the greeting words then it is categorised under the search intent.

3.3.2. Image Search Management

The image search management comprises the entity extraction and Wikipedia API.
The entity extraction module uses two open source libraries to extract the keywords from
the input string. The output from the entity extraction module is concatenated and then
given as input to the Wikipedia search API.

• The Gensim library is used to remove the stop-words from the input string.
• The Spacy library uses the en_core_web_sm model to extract the nouns as keywords

from the input string.
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The keywords from the conversation are extracted using the Entity extraction com-
ponent and then the extracted words are given as input to the Wikipedia API for image
search. For example, Question: Show me something about Dublin. Output from entity
extraction: Dublin. If the chatbot is not able to identify any keyword from the user input
through entity extraction, it prompts the user to provide a valid input. The image search
management is responsible for displaying relevant images. Here, the image search box
displays the top four images from the search results of Wikipedia API. The images are
listed using numbers. If the users are looking for images related to any image that has
been displayed, then giving the number as input to the chat bot will enable the chat bot
to look for more specific results. The image search extracts images from Wikipedia pages
of the given keyword, and only the images that contain the keyword are being extracted
and shown to the user. An average of twenty relevant images will be shown for every
search. The suggestions about the relevance of the image will be enquired through the
conversation management, which works together with the image search in sync.

1. Image search algorithm:
Our prototype conversational agent adopts a logic-based system to filter out images
from the collection of images provided through the Wikipedia API. From the user
input, the search keyword is extracted and used as input to the Wikipedia search API,
which retrieves all the Wikipedia page titles based on the search keyword. These
titles are then used as input to retrieve relevant Wikipedia pages. Then the images
from these pages are extracted along with their labels and compared with the search
keyword. If it matches, then the first twenty images are used for display purpose to
the user. The entire flow has been shown graphically in Figure 3. We have taken care
of all the exceptions that might occur during the search process. The algorithmic flow
of the image search logic is as shown in Algorithm 1.

2. User navigation:
To make the experience for the user to be more lively, both the conversation tab and
the image search tab work together seamlessly. Whenever the user interacts with
the chatbot through the conversation tab, he/she will be able to view the image
results immediately on the image search tab, which makes it convenient for the user
to adapt to the working of the chatbot. The numbering of the images greatly helps
the user to specify the images which they are more interested in. To incorporate this
methodology, the query expansion concept has been applied on the images fetched
from the Wikipedia API.

3. User Relevance Feedback:
In the study, it was evident that sometimes the user is not able to find the most
appropriate image on the first search. Hence, to help them in finding the image of
interest, we have implemented the feedback mechanism, wherein the chatbot will
record the number of the image that is of interest to the user, and once again search
the images based on the new keyword from the image selected by the user.
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Figure 3. Search algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Image search

1: Search the input text using the Wikipedia search API and retrieve all the relevant topics.

2: for topics = 1, 2, . . . , N do

3: Retrieve all the pages by providing the topics as input to the Wikipedia Page API.

4: for Page = 1, 2, . . . , N do

5: Retrieve all the images using the Wikipedia Image API.

6: for Image = 1, 2, . . . , N do

7: get the image label

8: if image label matches input text then

9: add the image to the image list

10: end if

11: end for

12: end for

13: end for

4. Reinforcement Learning Modelling

Reinforcement learning is a domain of machine learning concerned with how software
agents ought to take actions in an environment to maximize the reward provided by the
environment. It is applied in various software, games, machines, and robots to find the
best possible behaviour or path it should take in a specific situation. The reinforcement
learning module holds three elements which are states, actions, and rewards. The objective
of the model is to predict which action to choose based on the current state to receive
the maximum reward. There are various types of machine learning models, namely the
Q-Learning, SARSA (State-Action-Reward-State-Action), etc.

Q-learning is a model-free reinforcement learning algorithm, that learns a policy
telling an agent what action to take under what circumstances. It is called off-policy
because the updated policy is distinct from the initial behaviour policy. In different words,
it estimates the reward for future actions and appends a value to the new state without
actually following any greedy policy. Therefore the conversation agent in our system
initially provides wrong actions, and then after multiple routes, it starts to give the correct
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actions based on the current states. There are four important components in the Q-Learning
model, namely State, Action, Reward, and Q-table. We developed the conversational agent
with five states and five possible actions for each state. Based on the actions in each state,
the rewards will be provided, which is updated in the Q-table.

• State: In the conversational environment created, the state can be described as the
possible replies that the user can provide during a conversation. The “Ovian” environ-
ment contains five states. They are:

– Greeting;
– Question;
– Affirmative response;
– Video query;
– Negation,1,2,3,4;
– End.

• Actions: In the conversational environment created, the action can be described as
the possible replies that the agent can provide during a conversation. The “Ovian”
environment contains five Actions. They are:

– Greeting.
– Are you satisfied with the images?
– If you want more specific search results, enter the image number/numbers?

Reply with “end” to complete this search.
– Sorry, I am unable to find anything relevant to this topic. Please try any other

topic.
– Thank you for your insight. Please continue with your search.

• Rewards: Reward functions define how the conversational agent ought to behave. In
other words, they have the regulating content, stipulating what you want the agent
to accomplish. In general, a positive reward is provided to encourage certain agent
actions, and a negative reward to discourage other actions. A well-designed reward
function leads the agent to maximize the expectation of the long-term reward. In
any environment, both continuous or discrete reward values can be provided. In
this prototype, if the agent behaves as per the expectation, then a positive reward
of 10 is provided, and if the agent behaves not as expected, then a negative reward
of 10 is provided. The rewards were provided based on the expectation of the way
the conversation agent should work. For example, if the user greets the agent, the
expectation of the agent is to greet the user back. If the expectation is satisfied, then
the reward +10 is granted and if the expectation is not satisfied then the reward −10
is granted.

• Q-table: Q-Table is just a fancy name for a simple lookup table where we determine
the maximum anticipated future rewards for action at each state. Each Q-table score
will be the maximum expected future reward that the agent will earn if it takes that
action at that state. The rewards collected in each step are accumulated and it is used
to enrich the Q-table during the training or the learning phase. When the learning
phase is completed, the reinforcement model uses the enriched table to choose the
action for that state.

4.1. Training Phase

In the training stage (as shown in Figure 4), the agent returns random actions for every
state and tries different combinations of replies for each state and input. The reward is
provided by the reward handler in the environment for each action taken by the agent.
Using the rewards the q-value is calculated using the formula given below.

q-value = (1 − α) ∗ old-q-value + α ∗ (reward + γ ∗ maxvalue) (1)

where
α = 0.1 and γ = 0.6.
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After the q-value is calculated, the new q-value is updated in the Q-table. Likewise,
when more conversations happen, the agent investigates various combinations of replies
and actions, and thereby enriches the Q-table with the q-values. Training of the prototype
conversational agent was performed using two methodologies, namely Open-AI Gym and
expert users.

4.1.1. Open-AI Gym

Open-AI Gym is a toolkit for developing and training reinforcement learning algo-
rithms. This is an open-source interface for reinforcement learning tasks. The Open-AI
Gym offers various environments or playgrounds of games all packaged in a Python li-
brary, to make Reinforcement learning environments available and easy to access from
your local computer. Available environments range from Pacman and cart-pole, to more
complex environments such as mountain car, etc. The Open-AI Gym does not provide an
environment for a conversational agent. Thus, as a part of this project we developed a
custom gym environment “GymChatbot-v0” for our conversational agent which simulates
the role of the user who explores the images. The input conversations are configurable
and can be customized as per our requirement. The gym training process was carried
out. Gym training is the process of training the chatbot using the Open-AI gym. Here,
the gym environment will simulate the activity of the user by providing the agent with
pre-defined conversations. When the agent returns the relevant conversations and images,
a positive reward of +10 is provided by the gym environment, and when irrelevant results
are provided by the agent, a negative reward of −5 is awarded by the gym environment.

4.1.2. Implementation Phase

Once the training phase is completed and all the actions are investigated for the
various states, the Q-learning model starts to provide the action based on the max value
in the enriched Q-table for a particular state. Now, the actions provided by the agent are
suitable for the states, compared to the initial learning phase. Thus, without implementing
any conditional operators, the agent has learned to provide actions to any particular state
in the implementation phase, based on the training provided in the learning phase. The
flow of the trained phase is as shown in Figure 4. Here, the step 4 is where the trained
model differs from the training phase. In the trained phase, the agent selects the action
with the highest Q-value instead of collecting rewards.

The evaluation phase comes after the implementation phase. The assessment proce-
dure is separated into two parts: (a) empirical evaluation and (b) user evaluation. The
model will be evaluated empirically based on the training and learning rates, which are
discussed in depth in the next section. As a result, we were able to train using the best, most
reinforced learning model for deployment. Once the model has been deployed with the
multi-view interface, it is assessed using three separate user assessment metrics in order to
understand the user’s true and practical expectations with the interface. Following the part
on empirical assessment, the specifics of the user evaluation and experiment are discussed.
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Figure 4. User training image.

4.1.3. Empirical Model Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the chatbot using the feedback from the users, initially
we need to train the reinforcement learning model, and then deploy the trained model in
the chatbot environment so that it can converse effectively with the user. We have opted to
train the model using the Open AI gym environment. One of the key factors in training the
model is to keep it cost effective, which means using the optimal number of episodes to
train the model. One episode refers all the states that comes in between an initial-state and
a terminal-state. Therefore, as part of this research, the reinforcement learning agent was
trained through three different episode count (100, 250, and 500), and the corresponding
results were plotted as shown in Figure 5. From the three images, we concluded that the
agent had collected negative rewards in the initial stages and gradually moved towards
higher rewards. Upon comparison, we concluded that 250 episodes would be cost effective.
The next step is to find the optimal epsilon value. Epsilon value is used when a certain
action is selected based on the Q-values we already have for all the available actions for
a specific state. Epsilon value can be between 0 and 1. For example, when the value of
epsilon is 0, which is pure greedy, we are always selecting the highest q-value among all
the q-values for a specific state. It is the value which determines whether the reinforcement
learning agent should follow a greedy policy, an explore policy, or an optimal policy which
has the effect of both the flavours. As a part of this research, we compared three different
epsilon values (0.2, 0.5, and 0.7), and used them to find the rewards accumulated by the
agent as the number of episode increases. A graph is created with the number of episodes
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on the x-axis and number of rewards accumulated in the y-axis, and the corresponding
results are plotted as shown in Figure 6. From the figure, we can clearly understand that
epsilon values 0.5 and 0.7 are the optimal values, because when we used epsilon values of
0.5 and 0.7, the rewards accumulated gradually and increased as the number of episodes
increased. In the case of epsilon value 0.1, sometimes there were negative rewards even
after 50 episodes. As our environment has very limited number of states, both 0.7 and 0.5
gave similar results. Therefore, we opted for epsilon value of 0.5. The trained Q-table was
then deployed and 10 different users were given 2 tasks each from a collection of 10 unique
tasks. Latin square method was used to reduce systematic error.

(a) 100 episodes (b) 250 episodes

(c) 500 episodes

Figure 5. Rewards for various number of episodes.

(a) ε − 0.2 (b) ε − 0.5 (c) ε − 0.7

Figure 6. Accumulated rewards for various epsilon values.

5. Experimental Procedure And User Evaluation

We conduct empirical evaluation to identify the optimum training model, based on
comparison of outcomes with different values of epsilon. We then propose to deploy the
model and collect user input on three common user evaluation metrics, CUQ, UEQ, and
SUS. We also look at the correlation between all of the indicators to see how consistent the
user reaction is. For example, if a user scores a high UEQ score but a low CUQ score, this
indicates a difference in the user’s response and leads to the conclusion that the response
was not taken seriously. We identified a significant positive correlation between all of
the indicators, implying consistency in user replies. The specifics of the experiments
and their outcomes are explained in the next section. A pilot study was conducted as a
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first methodology to collect user feedback and improve the conversational agent before
deploying it for extensive testing. Three subjects have participated in pilot study. The
feedback observed from them was used to enhance search interface from the main user
study.

After the pilot study, controlled experiments were carried out to learn about the
conversational agent’s user experience. The entire web application, which was developed
using the Python flask framework, was deployed on our personal computer using the
tomcat server.

Ten search tasks were selected from the UQV100 test [51] search task selections, which
consists of 100 search tasks from the TREC 2013 and 2014 Web tracks. The ten search tasks
have been classified according to their level of cognitive complexity based on the Taxonomy
of Learning [52].

The sample of search task is shown in Figure 7. Ten subjects were selected from various
domains and were given two individual tasks, each from the set of ten tasks. Pairs of search
tasks for each session were selected using a Latin square method to avoid the sequence
effect [53].

You have heard quite a lot about cheap computing as being the way of the
future, including one recent model called a Raspberry Pi. You start
thinking about buying one, and wonder how much they cost

Figure 7. Example Search task from UQV100 test collection.

5.1. Questionnaire

While doing their search activity, the subjects had to fill an online questionnaire in
a Google form. For each search task, the subject filled out a questionnaire divided into
two sections:

• Basic Demography Survey: Subjects entered their assigned user ID, age, occupation,
task ID to be undertaken.

• Post-Search Usability Survey: Post-search feedback from the user including three
metrics: SUS, CUQ, and UEQ.

The subjects were requested to join a zoom call, and they were given access to the
computer on which the web application was deployed. Then they were asked to interact
with the agent to complete the assigned tasks. As they started to converse with the
agent, the agent provided relevant images, videos, and replies. The users’ feedback was
received and archived for further improvements and calculating the various scores. The
flow of conversations is shown in Figure 4. We have followed all the guidelines outlined
by the research ethics committee guidelines prior to beginning user feedback step. A
sample video of the entire workflow of the chatbot can be accessed using the link (https:
//www.youtube.com/watch?v=AyTOdWZeSTg (accessed on 11 September 2021)).

5.1.1. Chatbot Usability Questionnaire

The CUQ is based on the chatbot UX principles provided by the ALMA Chatbot Test
tool, which assess personality, on-boarding, navigation, understanding, responses, error
handling and intelligence of a chatbot [45]. The CUQ is designed to be comparable to SUS
except it is bespoke for chatbots and includes 16 items. The CUQ scores were calculated
out of 160 (10 for each question) using the formula in Equation (2), and then normalized
by multiplying by 1.6 to give a score out of 100, to permit comparison with SUS. We took
the mean and the median value for all the tasks and we found the values 77.54 and 81.25,
respectively. The scores show us that the chatbot is highly usable due to its simple interface
and conversation-driven functionality.

CUQ = ((
m

∑
n=1

2n − 1)− 5) + (25 − (
m

∑
n=1

2n)) ∗ 1.6 (2)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AyTOdWZeSTg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AyTOdWZeSTg
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where m = 16 and n = individual question score.

5.1.2. System Usability Scale

SUS is comprised of ten validated statements, covering five positive aspects and five
negative aspects of the system. Participants score each question out of five [44]. Final
scores are out of 100 and may be compared with the SUS benchmark value which is 68.
The SUS score calculation spreadsheet was used to calculate SUS scores out of 100. The
SUS questionnaire comprises of 10 questions which are valued from 0 to 4 each. Then,
the summation of the individual scores is multiplied by 2.5. As adding them would only
give a score out of 40, and as we want a score in the possible range of 0 to 100, the score is
multiplied by 2.5. This can be interpreted from Equation (3). The lowest value was 62.5
and the highest value was 100. The median value was 90 and the mean value was 89.625.
Correlation plots were drawn comparing the scores retrieved from the SUS, CUQ, and
UEQ, as shown in Figure 8.

SUS = 1/n
n

∑
i=1

norm
m

∑
j=1

{qi ,j−1,qi ,jmod2>0

5−qi ,j,otherwise

(3)

where n = number of subjects (questionnaires), m = 10 (number of questions), q(i,j) =
individual score per question per participant, and norm = 2.5.

(a) Scatter plot of CUQ and
SUS scores

(b) Scatter plot of SUS and
UEQ scores

(c) Scatter plot of CUQ and UEQ scores

Figure 8. Scatter Plots.

5.2. User Experience Questionnaire

The UEQ is a fast and reliable questionnaire to measure the user experience of interac-
tive products. By default, the UEQ does not generate a single score for each participant,
but instead provides six scores, one for each attribute [45]. The UEQ score calculation
excel sheet was used to calculate the UEQ score. It scores the UI on six qualities, attrac-
tiveness, perspicuity, efficiency, dependability, stimulation, and novelty. The scores given
by the users were from a scale of 1 to 7, and the cumulative collection of all the scores
were collected and plotted in the graph shown in Figure 9. The chatbot scored highly
in all UEQ scales. Scores were well above the benchmark and are presented graphically
in Figure 9. The scores for each scale were all above +2 except the attractiveness of the
chatbot, suggesting that, in general, participants were satisfied with the Ovian chatbot user
experience.
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Figure 9. UEQ results on a scale of −1 to 2.5.

6. Results and Analysis

In this section, we elaborate on the results and learning from the study conducted.
We evaluated this image search interface on three standard different usability metrics
invigorated by the evaluation framework developed by Kaushik et al. [2]. During the study,
we have explored major exploratory research questions (RQ). The findings of this research
question are as follows:

6.1. Findings

1. How can reinforcement learning be used for improving the search experience of
the user?
In this study, we used the basic model of reinforcement learning using Q-learning
algorithm. We evaluated the model empirically during training and quantitatively
through user evaluation during testing. The scores obtained on all three metrics (SUS,
CUQ, and UEQ) by testing the trained interface have outperformed the baseline scores
discussed in the section. The score indicated the potential of reinforcement techniques
on the conversational search concepts. Based on the score obtained by the user study
and observing the positive high correlation (as shown in the scatter plot) among the
metrics, we can infer that Q-learning technique in a conversational setting could be a
potential approach in complex information-seeking tasks.

2. Are multiple interactive usability metrics associated, and do they follow a consistent
pattern based on user reactions when using the multimodal interface?
Based on the input supplied by users after using the search interface, this graph
(Figure 8) depicts the similarity of the responses mentioned by users. This confirms
that consumers have comparable experiences after interacting with the UI. As seen
in Figure 8, all of the responses are significantly connected and highly related. After
analysing the scores of different metrics, it was possible to infer that users had a very
pleasant experience when looking for information, and the hybrid approach proved
beneficial with the picture retrieval system. This suggests an intriguing conclusion
for further investigation. This interface might be further tested based on the user’s
cognitive load and knowledge expansion while using this interface for searching.

The learning points from the study are discussed in the following section.

6.2. Learnings

This section highlights some of the key learning points that were achieved through
this research work.

• Possibility of using a Reinforcement learning for the incremental search process
This knowledge is derived from our examination of RQ1. As observed from the metrics
evaluation score, the users who used this system have reported better interactive
and usability experiences while seeking information on the cognitive complex task.
Searching for images to satisfy the information need has enhanced the difficulty of
the task by limiting the information mode and space. Users can only satisfy their
information requirements by solely relying on the images provided by the search
interface. Including all these challenges, the users’ observations were positive and this
directed to the potential of using a Q-learning-based reward system in the process of
search, which can capture the user’s search behaviour.
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• Combination of Images and Videos
This understanding stems from our consideration of RQ1 and RQ2. As mentioned
earlier, this interface is restricted to image search and video search to satisfy user’s
information needs. Based on the user evaluation, they find it rather interesting to
fulfil their needs from the video and images without reading through long documents.
Satisfying information needs through long documents can increase the cognitive load
while accessing too much information. Image search could be used to reduce the
cognitive load during the search, which needs to be further investigated. Based on the
feedback in this investigation, the initial results have pointed in the same directions.

• Conversational Search Problems and its Potential Solutions
This comprehension arises from our examination of RQ1 and RQ2. The common
problem faced by researchers who are working in the area of conversational search
is the lack of availability of a data set that can completely capture the user’s search
behaviour. Creating a similar dataset is very expensive in terms of effort and time.
Another challenge is dealing with high language models, which can capture contextual
meaning, but not the patterns of user behaviour. The study conducted by Kaushik
et al. [1,2] clearly indicated the factors considered during conversational search, which
in general are missing in the heavy language models. In contrast, the approach men-
tioned in this paper is not completely dependent on heavy language models or huge
data sets, but rather provides unique and novel solutions to capture user behaviour us-
ing reinforcement learning techniques. This could also encourage researchers to think
about the concept of Explainability when dealing with conversational search bots.

7. Discussion

The study conducted in this paper shows us the possible extensions and directions
to the concepts of conversational search. The key finding of the paper is to explore the
implications of using reinforcement learning in the light of dialogue strategy. The study con-
ducted by Kaushik [5] focused on the rule-based and machine-learning-based approaches
to conversational search, and this study extends a step further by casting the dialogue strat-
egy into a reward-based Q-learning system that can capture the user’s seeking behaviour.
The system proposed by Kaushik et al. was majorly focused on text-based search [5]. In
contrast, the system discussed in the study is based on an image retrieval system in conver-
sational settings. The studies conducted in the past related to conversational search were
broadly divided into four dimensions: existing conversational agents (search via Alexa, Siri,
etc.) [54], human experts [55,56] (such as a librarian who will search for you), Wizard-of-Oz
approach methods [57–59] (similar to human experts, but the searcher is not aware that
they are dealing with a human being; the searcher would use a computer machine to
search, which is supported by a human agent), and rule-based or machine learning-based
conversational interfaces [5,8,60] (systems completely based on data modelling or dialogue
strategy). Our approach is very different in comparison to the approach discussed above,
where a reward-based system was trained to assist users in their search behaviour.

The other aspect that needs to be discussed is the evaluation of the conversational system.
Studies related to conversational search focused majorly on qualitative measures [57,58,61,62]
(task completions, SUS, or cognitive load) and empirical measures [8,60,63] (precision, recall,
and F1 score). Kaushik et al. [2] introduced the new framework for evaluation of conver-
sational search, which is based on six different factors. Following this investigation, we
evaluated the system based on different usability metrics and found the correlation between
them, presenting them in a scatter plot to show the similarity between the subjects’ grading
the systems on user experience.

The approaches used here took a considerable amount of time for the users to eval-
uate the chatbot, and the usage of evaluation techniques apart from this would be time
consuming and discourage the users from doing it effectively. After careful consideration
of the various literature works and discussion with the school of psychology, we have
concluded that increasing the cognitive load for the user is against the purpose of the
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chatbot, as the main goal is to reduce the cognitive load for the user. Overall, this study
extends the research not only in conversational search, but also in the approach of using a
multi-view conversational search interface used for image and video retrieval. However,
the conversational agent can understand any user’s search query, but it cannot understand
all the user’s replies at specific states. For example, when the agent asks the user whether
he is satisfied with the results, he can answer either yes or no. Predefined replies are one
limitation of the agent and an area for improvement. The recommendation here would
be to use entity extraction in all states of the environment to accommodate all the user’s
queries and replies.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

As a part of this work, we have introduced a multi-faceted user interface for conver-
sational image search. A reinforcement learning model was used to determine the action
(replies) provided by the agent in each state. Our conversational search application has a
significant difference compared to the current state-of-the-art in the field of conversational
search. The unique aspect of this study is that there is no conditional operator or rule-based
approach used to influence the decisions made by the agent. The actions taken by the agent
were solely based on the state of the environment.

This project was developed to implement and evaluate the elements of reinforcement
learning within the interface of a conversational agent used for image search, and inves-
tigate the pros and cons. The current prototype can be used to retrieve only images and
videos. This can be modified in future endeavours where the knowledge retrieved can be a
mixture of images, videos, and text. To train this reinforcement model, we have created an
Open-AI Gym which can be used in future research for training a model.

The SUS, UEQ, and the CUQ scores were calculated and found to be above average.
This infers that the users found the application easy to use and had a very good user
experience. From this research work, we conclude that reinforcement-learning-enabled
conversational agents can be implemented to answer search queries in various use cases.
This study is a user pilot study, and the results will be used to evaluate further with more
subjects, and the states’ rewards can be refined with the feedback gained from observations
of the user study. The future prospective of this study could be to perform comparative
studies between two different versions of the system, one implemented with the help
of reinforcement learning, and the other without. The advantages and limitations of
a reinforcement-learning-based system could be investigated in comparison with deep-
learning-based and rule-based systems.
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